
World Freight Terminal
Your global gateway to air cargo opportunities

      



The World Freight Terminal at Manchester Airport is a
purpose built gateway, offering a combination of advantages
to service providers in the air cargo and logistics supply
chain.

We have unrivalled facilities, an impressive range of expertise,
and considerable experience in handling all types of air
cargo, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Located at the heart of the UK motorway network, the airport
itself offers an excellent route network, with more than 100
airlines serving 220 destinations worldwide.

So whether you’re a shipper, logistics provider, freight
forwarder or airline looking to exploit one of Europe’s largest
air cargo markets, the World Freight Terminal at Manchester
Airport is the perfect choice.

Overview
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Centralised Services in the ideal location
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Location
Accessibility to cargo markets is a key feature of the
World Freight Terminal. Located adjacent to junction 6 of
the M56 motorway, the World Freight Terminal allows
direct access to the UK's main north-south M6
motorway, and also to the M62 motorway along the
'industrial corridor' connecting the East and West of
northern England. For road feeder services the cities of
Birmingham, Bradford, Coventry, Hull, Liverpool, Leeds,
Nottingham, Sheffield, Stoke and Wolverhampton are
less than two hours away. London and Glasgow can be
reached within eight hours, and Irish and European
markets can be accessed within 12 hours and 24 hours
respectively. This key advantage of location can help
promote supply chain efficiency and position products
nearer to the customer in less time. 

Network and Connectivity
Manchester Airport, the only true international gateway
outside of London, is home to over 100 airlines serving
more than 220 destinations worldwide - more than any
other UK airport. There are daily scheduled passenger
services offering belly-hold capacity between major
cities of the world, frequent wide-body leisure flights to
locations known for their fresh produce, and wide-
bodied scheduled freighters from the world’s key
manufacturing areas

Facilities and Expertise
The World Freight Terminal is a purpose-built freight
community comprising over 60,000 square metres of
warehouse and office space. Within the boundaries
there are cargo handling companies, airline offices, sales
agents, logistics companies, freight forwarders and
customs and health officials - a hive of specialist know-
how and facilitation.

From perishable to outsize, we can handle it. Whether
your freight travels as belly-hold cargo on daily
scheduled services, or on wide-bodied scheduled
freighters or special freight charter flights, the World
Freight Terminal provides an efficient link to UK logistics
chains. 

On site is a EU-approved Border Inspection Post for
packaged products of animal origin at ambient, chilled
and frozen temperatures, and for small live animals.
Temperature-controlled facilities are available for the
temporary storage of perishable products, and we
regularly handle consignments of fresh fish, fruit and
flowers. 

We currently handle more than 30 B747 scheduled
freighter movements per week, and the Antonov 124
outsize freighter is a frequent visitor for cargo charters. 
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A global gateway serving the region

Manchester Airport 10 Year Cargo Tonnage History

Air cargo handling 
Five industry leading third party
cargo-handling companies
operate in the World Freight
Terminal. This presents a real
choice for airlines. These
companies currently occupy
around 27,000 square metres of
on-airport transit shed space that
has secure access to the ramp. 

With a further choice of five ramp-
handling companies, ground-handling
solutions can be found for the most
demanding of airlines in a climate of
increased outsourcing.

Freight forwarding and logistics
Around one hundred freight-forwarding and
logistics provider companies operate in the
World Freight Terminal, or from very close to
the airport. These range from the biggest
names in global logistics provision for multi-
national manufacturers and distributors, to
small companies offering a more personal
service to shippers and importers. 

By locating at Manchester Airport these
companies can facilitate international trade,
cut down transit times and help drive
efficiencies in supply chains.

Runway and aprons
With two runways each over 3,000 metres
and the taxiway and apron capacity to handle
the largest of the new generation Airbus and
Boeing aircraft, Manchester Airport can offer
an aviation product to meet the needs of the
most global of airlines. 

There are over 120 aircraft stands, including
remote parking for the simultaneous handling
of several freighter aircraft, and for the wide-
body freighter operator ten stands have nose
tether tie down installations suitable for
aircraft up to B747 size.

An ongoing programme of
investment in airfield and
apron facilities offers
continual improvements
for the safe and efficient
handling of aircraft on the
ground.

27,000 
square metres
of on-airport
transit shed

space

Two runways 
each over 

3,000 metres

Manchester Airport percentages of total cargo by IATA region
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Grow with us
Markets and growth
Manchester Airport has enjoyed a successful decade of
cargo growth and is currently the UK's fourth largest
airport by flown cargo volume. The emergence of the
Far East over recent years as the world's mass
manufacturing region exporting to the UK is a key
component in the cargo growth statistics. But the
continued importance of North America and the
emergence of the Middle East with its ambitious airlines
and hub airports are also key to this cargo growth. 

Around 55% of Manchester's cargo is belly-hold cargo
carried on daily scheduled services from key centres of
economic activity. Scheduled freighters carry around
45% of the remainder to and from the world's major
manufacturing locations. 

At Manchester approximately 60% of the freight and
mail handled each year is imported. The largest share of
this volume comes from Asian locations. North American
and increasingly Far East locations, provide the major
destinations for export freight. 

Regional economy
The economy of the North West of England has a
population of nearly 7 million people and 230,000
companies. And with a GDP of £106 billion, it is larger
than some European countries. (Source: North West
Regional Development Agency).

Manchester Airport, and the World Freight Terminal, has
successfully developed services to meet the needs of
industries and shippers in the region. We have identified
the key growth market sectors in the regional economy
such as aerospace, automotive, food and drink,
biotechnology and information and communications
technology, and we have worked to ensure our services
match these profiles, particularly to Just in Time
production methods. We liaise on an ongoing basis with
regional development agencies and chambers of
commerce. Our proactive approach helps to develop
sustainable cargo markets for airlines to exploit. 
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We are tuned to the needs of business, operating 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 

The airport's Master Plan recognizes this by indicating that facilities will continue to be provided that
meet the needs and requirements of air cargo operators. 

The Master Plan identifies that additional land will be required for the further development of
the World Freight Terminal, and aims to make sure that we can continue to provide the
facilities that our customers need. 

So with cost-efficient round the clock operation, and a strategy for the future,
choosing the World Freight Terminal makes sound commercial sense, not just for the
present, but for your future business growth.

Future development of the Master Plan

24 hours 
a day, 

365 days 
a year
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At Manchester we have developed an enviable reputation for
the way in which we manage the environmental impact of our
airport’s operations.

We want to maintain our position as an acknowledged leader
in this field.

We believe that everyone on site has a part to play in
achieving our environmental targets. This ranges from airlines
using the most fuel efficient and quietest aircraft, to transport
companies using low emission vehicles.

Our close working relationship with our service partners and
the local community ensures that the environmental targets
which we set ourselves remain relevant, appropriate and of
lasting benefit not only to our natural environment but also to
the long term sustainability of our industry. 

With two Air Cargo World magazine annual ‘Award of
Excellence’ achievements in the last three years, and an on
going string of awards for Manchester Airport in general, we
are committed to providing our customers with a positive
experience.

Environment

Achievements
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Now how 
can we 

help your
business?

  



Manchester Airport
Manchester
M90 1QX

Tel +44 (0) 8712 710 711

magworld.co.uk

 


